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Abstract- The traditional method of lubrication analysis of squeeze film dampers involves the complicated numerical 
calculations to evaluate performance characteristics of fluid film. This paper presents a methodology to develop a 3D 
model of fluid film for finite squeeze film damper using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Here, the equations are 
solved under steady conditions with the commercial software ANSYS14.2 Version Fluent Software.  The pressure 
distribution is obtained for half Sommerfeld boundary conditions operating at different L/D ratios with various 
eccentricity ratios.  The results show reasonable agreement in general with the analytical methods.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Squeeze Film Damper (SFD) is considered to be one of the most important technological component for all rotating 
high speed rotating machinery. These are widely used to suppress sub synchronous instabilities and attenuate 
vibration levels developed in high speed machineries. It comprises of a stationary casing, a non-rotating journal 
attached to the shaft, generally a roller bearing is show in Figure 1. An SFD comprises a thin lubricant film within 
the annular clearance gap between the housing and journal.  The fluid film produces a pressure field due to the 
dynamic motions of the journal and effectively reduces the whirling amplitude of motion.  Several researchers [1-8] 
have attempted to improve the performance characteristics of SFD for various configurations by different solution 
methods.  
 

Traditional method of lubrication analysis on bearing fluid film involves development of complicated numerical 
calculations and complex programmes. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is used to simplify the fluid model, to 
predict the how fluids flow and to solve the equations of fluid flow with the specified conditions on the boundary of 
that region.  The CFD codes make the analysis effective when complex flow geometries are involved or when 
solutions that are more detailed are needed.  The most common method which is used to solve these equations is 
known as the finite volume method.  The computational domain is discretized into finite volumes and then for every 
volume the governing equations of fluid film are solved.   
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Figure 1. Typical representation of SFD 
 
A significant number of works have been published to simulate the pressure filed and calculate the performance 

characteristics of journal bearings with the application of CFD.  However, the researchers like Tucker et al. [9] and 
Chen et al. [10] applied the CFD codes to make the analysis effective when complex flow geometries are involved. 
Ravindra and Sandeep [11] analyzed the pressure distribution of the hydrodynamic plain journal bearing lubricated 
with oil under steady state conditions using COMSOL Multiphysics software.  Shenoy et al. [12] presented a 
methodology to model and simulate the Overall Elasto-Hydrodynamic Lubrication of a full journal bearing using the 
sequential application of CFD.  Gertzos et al. [13] were derived the performance characteristics of a hydrodynamic 
journal bearing lubricated with a Bingham fluid by means of three-dimensional computations fluid dynamics (3-D 
CFD) analysis.  The FLUENT software package was used to calculate the hydrodynamic balance of the journal 
using the dynamic mesh technique. 
 

Based on the above approaches, this paper presents a method to model and simulate the finite length SFDs for 
half Sommerfeld boundary conditions using the latest simulation software like ANSYS Fluent software.  

 

II. THEORY 
 

This paper presents a methodology to simulate a 3D model of fluid film for finite length squeeze film damper 
using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Here, the equations are solved under steady state conditions with the 
commercial software ANSYS14.2 Version FLUENT Software.  The pressure distribution is obtained for half 
Sommerfeld boundary conditions operating at different length-to-diameter (L/D) ratios by varying eccentricity ratios 
( ).  The results of the CFD model with the Newtonian fluid are compared with the theoretical analyses.   

A. Equations to be solved- 
In fluid dynamics, the film’s pressure and velocity distributions are governed by the coupled continuity equation 

and the momentum equations.  The continuity equation derives from the basic law of mass conservation.  The 
momentum equation is simplified by neglecting the small terms.  For all flows, CFD solves mass and momentum 
conservation equations.    Instead of the generalized Reynolds equation, it is better to use the Navier-Stokes equation 
since Reynolds equation has certain limits to obtain the solution for different problems. 
 

Mass Conservation Equation- 
The equation for conservation of mass, or the continuity equation, can be written as 

 
 

      (1) . 0
t
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This equation is the general form of the mass conservation equation and is valid for incompressible as well as 
compressible flows. 

 
Momentum Conservation Equation 

Conservation of momentum in an inertial (non-accelerating) reference frame is described by 
   

 
    (2) 

 
All investigations that referenced in the present work solve the fundamental Reynolds Equation or in its modified 

form  
       

         (3) 
 

  
Where U is the velocity of journal surface parallel to the film and V is the squeeze film velocity. 
 

B. Assumptions 
The following assumptions for the bearing model are used in the present work. 

A rigid aligned bearing with geometry is considered 
Steady state operation is assumed 
The flow is laminar and the lubricant is an incompressible Newtonian fluid with a constant uniform 
density ‘ ’ and viscosity ‘ ’ throughout the film 
Gravity and inertia forces are negligible  
The pressure across the film is constant  
There is no slip between the lubricant and bearing surface 
The film is held in between the annular space isothermally 

 

C. Boundary Conditions 
Consider the bearing wall as stationary and the journal as rotating wall. The sides of the lubricant volume are 

assigned with a zero pressure condition, with this the lubricant is free to flow to the sides.  When the film pressure 
drops down to the atmospheric pressure due to heavy external load or high operating rational speed, rupture of the 
film or cavitation occurs.   Taking into account the above situations, the following boundary conditions are used 
which applies the non-sub-atmospheric pressure constraint: 

  
  p-pa>0 at 2 , z=0, z=L     (4) 
 

The Reynolds boundary condition makes the pressure curve to drop in parallel with -axis just after 180o and 
could be used instead of half Sommerfeld boundary conditions.  In some cases, the Reynolds boundary condition 
gives more accurate results than the half Sommerfeld boundary conditions.  Although it is relatively accurate, the 
Reynolds boundary condition is still an approximation to the transition from full fluid flow to flow with cavitations.  
It is very difficult to modify the Navier Stokes equations to include the Reynolds boundary conditions.  Therefore, 
the Navier Stokes equations are solved with half Sommerfeld boundary conditions instead of Reynolds equations.  
 

III. CFD MODELLING AND ANALYSIS 
 

In the present work, a 3-D simulation model is developed using the CFD package ANSYS Fluent.  The pre-
processor ANSYS mechanical desktop is used for the development of film geometry and grid generation.  The mesh 
is transferred to FLUENT, where the boundary conditions, model properties etc. are set. Many positions of the 
eccentricity are necessary to complete the diagrams presented here. The clearance size of SFD is very small 
compared to journal diameter and length which enforces the use of hexahedral cells.  
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In order to perform simulation, a separate oil film model is developed for various L/D ratios and at different 

eccentricity ratios.  Figure 2 (a) shows the oil film model for L/D ratio of 1.5 and for the eccentricity ratio of 0.3.  
The meshing of model for the simulations is done by using hexahedral element in ANSYS.  The meshing model for 
L/D = 1.50 and for the eccentricity ratio of 0.3 is shown in Figure 2 (b). Four divisions are used across the journal 
bearing film, seventy two divisions are used in the circumferential direction and fifty divisions are used in the axial 
direction.   The total number of cells in mesh is 14,400.  Since the calculation of pressure distribution is required at 
many different eccentricities, the solution procedure is repeated for different eccentricity ratios and length to 
diameter ratios.  To simplify the geometry, one side of the clearance is used as a lubricant inlet and the other as an 
outlet.  The boundary conditions are applied as discussed and set reference pressures as zero at the ends of the 
geometric model, there by all relative pressures measured with reference to this pressure. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   (a)                                                                 (b) 
 

Figure 2. (a) Typical representation oil film 3-D model  (b) Typical representation of Hexa-dominant Mesh 
 

D. Geometries and Parameters 
The steady state analysis for plain finite SFD is carried out at different eccentricity ratios with different length to 

diameter ratios.  The data (Table 1) is implemented for the analysis of SFD.  
 

Table 1- Details of Squeeze Film Damper  
Parameters Dimensions 

Length 25mm, 50mm, 75mm  
Diameter of Journal 50mm 
L/D ratios 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 
Radial Clearance (c) 0.025mm 
Eccentricity Ratios (e/c) 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 
Speed of journal 500 rpm 
Dynamic viscosity of oil 0.1934 Pa.s 
Density 960 kg-m-3 

    
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

The steady state analysis of finite length squeeze film damper is carried out at different eccentricity ratios 
and L/D ratios.  The main characteristics of SFD for CFD analysis are bearing radius (Rb), the radial clearance (c), 
and the length of the bearing (L).  In this analysis, it is assumed that density and viscosity of the lubricant is constant 
within squeeze film fluid. The flow is considered as laminar and isothermal, and the lubricant as Newtonian fluid.  
  
 The simulation results from ANSYS Fluent software are shown in Figures 3 at different eccentricity ratios 
and L/D ratios. Figures shows the pressure distribution on the damper surface when the half Sommerfeld boundary 
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condition is considered.  It is clear that the negative pressures are eliminated by considering the half Sommerfeld 
boundary conditions.  The results are compared with the analytical results and there is good agreement between the 
values.  It is observed from the results that maximum film pressures are developed at larger eccentricity ratio and 
higher L/D ratio.  The maximum pressure is developed at the minimum fluid film thickness and at midline in axial 
direction.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   (a)              (b) 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   (c)            (d) 
   
Figure 3. Simulation results (a) at L/D = 0.5 and =0.4 (b) at L/D=0.5 and =0.5 (c) L/D = 1.0 and =0.3 (d) L/D = 1.5 and =0.3 

 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 
The CFD squeeze film pressures are compared with the pressures obtained from analytical methods The 

magnitudes of the CFD pressures are higher than those predicted from analytical methods.  The comparison is quite 
decent for both methods, the slight differences in pressures values are due to the analytical assumptions and the 
software approximations.  Hence, solutions obtained by the CFD simulation are to be they are in good agreement. 
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